


BERNINA PRESSER FOOT 
#74

ADJUSTABLE GLIDING CUP FOOT



Adjustable Gliding Cup Foot

Perfect for free-motion quilting

Unobstructed view of the material

Adjust the height of the foot to the fabric

Inner markings for perfect placement

Glides over bulky seams



Quilting around raised or 
dimensional elements of your 
quilt is easier than ever with 
the help of the Adjustable 
Gliding Cup Foot #74.
 Smoothly glide over lifted or 
uneven edges of 
embellishments and 
appliqués. 
The transparent cup allows 
for clear sight lines to the 
needle and fabric giving you 
more control over the 
creative process. 





Adjustable Dial

You can adjust the foot to suit the thickness of your quilt. The sole 

should sit just above the fabric, with enough room to glide over it. 

Not stitching correctly?
• If the height is too high, thread loops and/or skipped stitches may result and 

flagging may occur. 

• If the height is too low, the foot will sit on the quilt, and you will not be able to 

easily move the fabric as desired.



Setting up 
your machine

 Lower your feed dogs
 Confirm the presser foot selection on your 

machine
 Straight Stitch/Cutwork plate for optimal results 

(set up your choice in the security program)
 Select straight stitch and needle down
 Lower your presser foot presser (to 0 or lower) to 

minimize the up and down motion.
 Lower the presser foot and then adjust the height 

of the presser foot sole so that the fabric moves 
freely. No resistance!

 NOTE: a zig zag stitch can be used with this foot 
for applique or thread painting. Max stitch width 
of 5 mm and be sure to match your stitch plate 
to your stitch



Tips

With the Q Series, 
select the quilting 
mode «BSR1» or 
«MAN». 

01
If skipped stitches 
occur, reduce the 
presser foot height 
or the sewing speed. 

02
For a beautiful stitch 
formation, use the 
same thread quality 
and color as upper 
and bobbin thread.

03



More adjustable sole options

Foot #72 or 72S Foot #73



See you next time!

Our next Breakfast Club: 

Saturday, February 26 8:30am

Let's Get that Quilt to Lay Flat! 

Quilt Borders
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